Accelerating technology advancements
with a scalable staff

KellyOCG® helps an energy technology manufacturer enhance procedures and
achieve the workforce scalability needed to meet critical innovation milestones.
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With the mission of developing an innovative way to deliver electricity to consumers across the grid, a major
energy provider spearheaded a pilot project to develop and test an advanced fuel cell technology. These
fuel cells would convert natural gas into electricity and water, but the manufacturing processes to build
them required tedious work, as well as complex chemistry, physics, and engineering expertise.
The organization recognized a need for a flexible workforce of technicians with unique skillsets that
could contribute to process improvements.

KellyOCG stepped in to provide strategic consultation across the entire manufacturing function. In addition
to source the right talent for the job, we conducted a careful pre-screening process to provide a pool of
interview candidates that would uphold the level of excellence that the core staff established.

We also helped the company define and refine its manufacturing processes to boost efficiency.
We assisted with qualifying new equipment that would be scalable to a manufacturing facilities
and helped the company move their processes to a more practical scale. With enhanced processes
and procedures in place, the rate of progress on the fuel cell technology quickly increased.

As the team grew in size to accommodate key operations, critical milestones were not only met, but
exceeded. The company was able to produce a successful field demonstration unit with twice the power
capacity that was initially anticipated.
KellyOCG helped this fuel cell technology plant experience accelerated success in innovation by

strategically improving operations and delivering a workforce that could ramp up or down to achieve
specific goals.
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About KellyOCG
KellyOCG ® is the Outsourcing and Consulting Group of workforce solutions provider Kelly Services, Inc.
KellyOCG is a global leader in innovative talent management solutions.
Visit kellyocg.com to learn more.
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